
VARIANT: LIMITS™
INSTRUCTOR GUIDE: ZONE BREAKDOWN

Centroid - Tutorial

NARRATIVE

Equa (player character) awakes in the Centroid, 
the central hub for the Variant game. Players 
are introduced to the world of Variant and the 
technology within. 

TOPICS

 » Accessing menus for pausing, adjusting sound 
and captioning

 » Moving through the environment, jumping and 
climbing

 » Interacting with game features

 » Prior Knowledge: No prior knowledge of games 
required
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Zone 1 - The Nature of Points

NARRATIVE

Equa must attune the energy limiters of the backup 
power sources to reconnect bridges, power 
transmat pads or remove obstacles from her path. 
Players will witness solar flares and magnetic 
storms, which threaten life on the planet.

TOPICS

 » The nature of limits and limit of a function

 » Points where a limit does not exist (DNE)

 » Functions that are continuous from both sides, 
the left or the right at a particular point

 » Prior Knowledge: Graphs as visual 
representations of functions

Zone 2 - Functions, their relationships to Limits, 
and Limit Laws

NARRATIVE

After restoring technology with Zone 1, Equa 
is able to get through the security system and 
descend into the Distributary, a monitoring facility 
for the planet. If Equa and her companions (Celare 
and the Preceptor) can locate the emergency node 
and energize it, all the power should return, which 
will stop the storms.

TOPICS

 » Relation between the graphical representation 
of a function and the graphical concept of a 
limit

 » Applying the basic limit laws of addition, 
multiplication, and division to determine the 
behavior of a function

 » Prior Knowledge: The notion of limits, and the 
use of radians to represent rotation
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Zone 3 - Relating Continuity to Limits

NARRATIVE

Equa and her companions must get specialized 
crystals scattered throughout this area to power a 
special transmat pad and travel to the Archivarium, 
a center of learning and history within the city.

TOPICS

 » Relating the notion of continuity to both the 
notion of limits and the value of a function at  
a point

 » Properties of continuity and their relation to the 
corresponding properties of limits

 » The Intermediate Value Theorem

 » Prior Knowledge: Basic limit laws, and the 
notion of continuity

Zone 4 - Asymptotes and Infinity

NARRATIVE

By strategically placing splitters (pipes that redirect 
energy), Equa slowly restores power leading to 
the central generator in the Archivariaum, which 
redistributes power and ends the magnetic storms.

TOPICS

 » Limits at infinity

 » Vertical asymptotes

 » Oscillating functions

 » Review of content from Zones 1-3

 » Prior Knowledge: Notion and properties of 
continuity, and the concept of infinity
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